Master of Science in Finance—MS(F)

The MS in program draws on real-world applications and access to the top minds in finance, complementing studies in the classroom to create a holistic learning experience. These intensive studies will further develop your abilities in critical thinking, analysis and problem solving.

Program Highlights:

• Working in a team-based environment, you’ll study alongside top students from the United States and around the world. You’ll grab coffee with your classmates from Indiana and Australia; prepare for a group presentation with your German teammate. After your year at Purdue, your global cognizance will be enlightened.

• Tailored to foster your individual aspirations. Prepares students for careers in corporate finance; investment management; security analysis and brokerage; commercial and retail banking; and financial management of commercial and nonprofit organizations.

• Graduates are well-suited to pursue opportunities in commercial banking, investment banking, and other financial services companies within the U.S. and around the world.

• No prerequisite finance course work is required as all foundation courses are taught with the expectation that students do not have a prior finance background.
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“If you don’t mind working hard and are looking for an education from an elite institution, Krannert should be your top choice. The MS Finance program offers an advanced financial and quantitative curriculum which distinguishes Krannert from other schools. If you are mathematically oriented and looking to set yourself apart in any financial field I would recommend considering the Krannert School of Management.”

Michael Bagnoli, MS Finance ’14
Analyst, Lincoln International - Chicago, IL

Curriculum 40 total required credits

**Summer Semester, Summer Module**
- Accounting for Managers
- Business Analytics
- Financial Management
- Advanced Corporate Finance
- Investments

**Fall Semester, Module 1**
- Venture Capital & Investment Banking
- Options & Futures
- Managerial Accounting

**Fall Semester, Module 2**
- Mergers, Acquisitions & Corporate Restructuring
- Portfolio Management
- Macroeconomics
- Launching Global Leaders

**Spring Semester, Module 3**
- Fixed Income Securities
- Advanced Business Analytics
- Financial Risk Management
- Financial Statement Analysis
- Launching Global Leaders

**Spring Semester, Module 4**
- International Financial Management
- Financial Engineering
- Spreadsheet Modeling & Simulation
- Financial Statement Analysis

“The cohort model that Krannert employs emphasizes cross-functional teamwork. The experience mirrors the corporate environment and leads to you getting to know your classmates. That aspect alone has made this a life-changing experience on many levels.”

John Stephens, ’17 MBA candidate, Finance concentration
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